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Students that select the alternative path to complete coursework breadth instead of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} project must complete this petition. Advisor and Director of Graduate Studies approval is required. Additional requirements for this option are:

- Must include 15 units of graded (or Instructor-mandated S/NC) lecture courses at the 200 level or higher.
- The courses chosen must be relevant to study in Geophysics, and be approved as such by the advisor and Director of Graduate Studies.
- At least 6 units must be from the Department of Geophysics. The remaining courses may choose from any department.
- Student must state the classes to be taken, and explain how these classes will provide breadth or a second focus area to the student's course of study and how they are important to the student's career goals.
- The courses cannot be used to meet any other degree requirements at Stanford.
- No transfer credit may be used to meet this requirement.
- The proposed set of anticipated courses must be evaluated by the student’s committee at the first annual review, and approved again at the time of the qualifying exam.
- Students cannot be advanced to TGR status or receive the PhD degree until completion of the 15 additional units.
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